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ON ESSENTIAL NORM OF THE NEUMANN OPERATOR 
DAGMAR MEDKOVA, Praha 
(Received December 7, 1990) 
Summary. One of the classical methods of solving the Dirichlet problem and the Neu-
mann problem in Rm is the method of integral equations. If we wish to use the Fredholm-
Radon theory to solve the problem, it is useful to estimate the essential norm of the Neu-
mann operator with respect to a norm on the space of continuous functions on the bound-
ary of the domain investigated, where this norm is equivalent to the maximum norm. It is 
shown in the paper that under a deformation of the domain investigated by a diffeomor-
phism, which is conformal (i.e. preserves angles) on a precisely specified part of boundary, 
for the given norm there exists a norm on the space of continuous functions on the boundary 
of the deformated domain such that this norm is equivalent to the maximum norm and the 
essential norms of the corresponding Neumann operators with respect to these norms are 
the same. 
Keywords: Neumann operator, compact operator, reduced boundary, interior normal in 
Federer's sense, HausdorfT measure 
AMS classification: 31B20 
The present paper follows the papers [D], [ME1], in which it was proved that the 
Fredholm radius of the Neumann operator does not change under a deformation 
of the domain investigated by a diffeomorphism which is conformal (i.e. preserves 
angles) on a precisely specified part of the boundary (roughly speaking, at the angular 
points of the boundary). We will prove that the result holds if we substitute the 
maximum norm on the space of continuous functions on the boundary of the domain 
investigated by an equivalent norm. By this substitution we may achieve the essential 
norm of the Neumann operator that with respect to the new norm decreases (see 
[AKK], [KW]), and we may use well-known results about the convergence of the 
Neumann series (see [S], [ME2]). 
If H C Rm (m ^ 2) is an open set with a compact boundary OH, we denote by 
V(dH) the space of all bounded continuous functions on dH and by V(dH) the 
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space of all finite signed measures on OH. For a given function h harmonic on H we 
define the weak normal derivative NHh as a distribution 
(<p,Nиh)= I grлd<pgтяdhdJťm 
Jн 
for <p £ 9y the space of all infinitely differentiate functions in R
m with a compact 
support spt <p. Here J£| is the it-dimensional Hausdorff measure. We formulate the 
Neumann problem for the Laplace equation with a boundary condition /i £ V(dH) 
as follows: determine a harmonic function h on H for which NHh = /i. We wish to 




where v € V(dH), 
h,(y) = (m - 2 ) -M- l | * - y|2-m for m £ 2, 
A~l log|x - j/1"1 for m = 2, 
.A is the area of the unit sphere in Rm. 
For a Borel set B denote 
vB(x) = sup J / grad hs(y) • grad <p(y) djem(y)\ 
<p€9,spt<pC U(x; r) - {*}, \<p\ < l } . 
Here U(x\ r) = {y 6 Rm; \x - y| < r}. More generally, we denote f/(A/; r) = {y € 
Rm; dist(j/, M) < r} where M is a set, r is a positive constant and dist(y, M) is the 
distance of the point y from the set M. Further, denote 
VB = sup t£(«), 
rB = {z € a.B; 3$ > 0 lim sup Vr
B(y) = 0}. 
r-°ir€t/(*;*) 
The operator NHU is a bounded linear operator on V(6H) if and only if VH < oo. 
Under the assumption VH < oo we look for a solution of the Dirichlet problem for 
the Laplace equation on the set Rm - cl H with the boundary condition g (where 
c l # is the closure of the set H) in the form u(x) = (/, ./V^n*), where / € ¥(dH). 
A solution / of the problem satisfies 
WHf(t) = {f>N
Hht,) = g(x). 
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The operator WB: *€(dB) ~+ V(dB) may be introduced analogously even for the 
Borel set B with a compact boundary under the assumption Vs < oo (see [Kl]). 
If 11 is a norm on <#(dH) equivalent to the maximum norm and U is a continuous 
linear operator on *€(dH) then we denote 
u,(l/,I I) =Mnf{| l!-ATI;*€•*-}, 
where Jt is the space of linear compact operators on V(dH). If u>(/3WH — /, | | ) is 
less than 1 then the Riesz-Schauder theory permits to apply the Fredholm theorems 
to the dual equations 
1/ + ^ - / ) ] / = ^ 
[I + (pNHU-I))i> = fo. 
Definition. Let D C Rm, x € D. A mapping ^: D —• Rm is said to be conformal 
at the point x if there is 6 > 0 such that U(x\ 6) C D, i> € Vx(U(x\ 6)) and the angle 
of the curves {il>(x + tOj); 0 ^ t < 6} (j = 1,2) at the point %l>(x) is the same as the 
angle of the curves {x + t9j ; 0 ^ t < 6} (j = 1,2) at the point x for all pairs of unit 
vectors 0i,#2-
The aim of this paper is to deduce the following result: 
Theorem 1. Let D C Rm be an open set, ^: D —• Rm a homeomorphism, H a 
bounded Borel set, VH < oo, cl H C D, let i/> be a diffeomorphism of the class C1+or 
on a neighborhood ofdH where a > 0, let $ be conformal on dH — TH-IfJl | is a 
norm on <&(dH) equivalent to the maximum norm we define on (8il>(H)) the norm 
| p | * s | p o ^ | . Then 
"(01 + WH, | | ) = u;(/?J + W*W, | |„) 
for every real number /?. (Here I is the identical operator.) 
Convention. In the sequel we will consider an open set D C Rm, a homeomor-
phism %j>: D —* Rm and a bounded Borel set H such that clH C D and the mapping 
%j) is a diffeomorphism of class C1+0f in a neighborhood of dH, where 0 < a < 1. 
Lemma 1. V+W < oo O VH < oo. 
Proof . See [ME1], Theorem 2. D 
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Definition* Let B C Rm be a Borel set, y € Rm. A unit vector 0 is termed the 
interior normal of B at y in Federer's sense, if the symmetric difference of B and 
the half-space {x £ Rm; (x — y) • 0 > 0} has m-dimensional density zero at y. If 
there is such a vector 0, then it is unique and we will denote it by nB(y)\ if there 
is no interior normal of B at y in this sense, we denote by nB(y) the zero vector in 
Rm. The set {y 6 Rm; \nB(y)\ > 0} is called the reduced boundary of B and will be 
denoted by 8rB. 
Lemma 2. dri>(H) = \l>(drH), and n^
H\il>(x)) is a normal vector to the surface 
tl>({z £D\(z-x)- ntt(x) = 0}) at ^(x) for each x 6 drH. 
Proof . See [ME1], Lemma 7. D 
N o t e 1. Let B C Rm be an open set, <p: B —• Rm a diffeomorphism of class Cl, 
K a constant such that ||Zfyrl(a:)|| ^ K for each x € <p(B), where D<p~l(x) is the 
differential of the mapping <p~l at the point x. Then \D<p(x)u\ ^ \u\/K for every 
x 6 .B, ti € Rm. 
Proof . See [ME1], Note 1. D 
Lemma 3. Let x 6 dH, let tj> he conformal at the point x. Then for every e > 0 
there is r > 0 such that for every z € drH, \z - x\ < r 
\n«*>Mz)) • Dtf *)!!*(*) - ||1*K*)||| < e. 
Proof . Suppose that e < 1. By the assumption there are positive constants 
ro, L such that %l> is a diffeomorphism of class C1 on {z; dist(z,d//) < rn} and 
for each z, dist(z,d#) < r0 we have \\Dij>(z)\\ ^ L, HD^W*))!! <
 L- T h e r e i s 
*• € (0, r0) such that for every *, \z - x\ < r we have \\D%l>(x) - Zty(z)|| < e/(2L
4m). 
Now let z € 0r.ff, \z "" xl < r- Since D$(z) maps the tangent plane of iif at the 
point z to the tangent plane oftl>(H) at the point %l>(z) according to Lemma 2, 
there are tangential vectors v1 , . . . , vm~l of H at the point z such that n+(H\il>(z))} 
Df/>(z)vl/\\Di/>(z)vl\l ..., D%l>(z)vm~x/\\Dil>(z)vm-x\\ form an orthonormal system. 
Thus 
\W{z)n"(z)\\* = £ ( n ^ y n • ^(z)nH(z)f + (n^H^(z)). ^(z)n^(z))2. 
Since ^ is conformal at the point x and thus 
D1>(*)nH(z) Ihft,)J H , 
||.Of..(«)n-'(*)|V||Dt&(«y|r
n W ' v - ° ' 
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we have 
m - 1 
||D*(„„"(„||' = („«">(*(,)). M ( „-»(„ ) » 
* "*•>••<.>«• - g [ 1 ^ ! • ww - w.))--w| 
+ |-*(«)n-»M r-______. _ _2__0__\| 
1 V ;'\||£>V(_y|| D1>(z)Vi\\)\ 
+ |^(x) n »( . ) ._______ | l
2 
1 w n_v(zyiiU 
^ ll-̂ (*)n*(_)H- _ y c_L_ + -J—)' > 
1 = 1 
^ IPV(-)n«(_)|,- _ JEL_ ̂  |,_V(z)n*(z)||'(l - --£-.) , 
because HoV^-V II > 1/L, ||Dv.(z)„i/(z)|| £ 1/L according to Note 1. Therefore 
\\Drl>(z)nH(z)\\ >. |n*<#) (./,(_)) . Dr/>(z)nH(z)} > ||.lty(*)nH(-)||dl - - ^ -
> IPV>(z)„*(_)||(l - - ^ ) > HDVWn*(z)|| - £ . 
Thus 
j||DV-(x)„//(z)|| - |n*<-%(-)) . Lty(-)n"(z)|| 
^ |||£)^(z)ntf(z)|| - 1„*<*)(V,(z)) . D^(z)nH(z)\\ + ||Lty(*) - oV-(-OII < | + f • 
It suffices to prove that n*(*)(./,(z)) • DV(-)ntf (z) >• 0. The vector n^H\i/;(z)) 
points toward the set V({z + v; v • nH(z) > 0}). Similarly, the vector nH(z) points 
into the set V-1({lK*) + v; v • „^H)(V>(z)) > 0}). Therefore, there is T0 > 0 such 
that for T e (0,TO) we have z + rnH(z) € -*-1({-.>(z) + v; - • n-*wO(-")) > 0}) and 
thus V^ + rn^z)) € {1>(z) + v; vn^H\tk(z)) > 0}, which yields (xj>(z + rnH(z))-
i>(z)) • n^H\ij>(z)) > 0. Therefore 
Di»(z)nH(z) • . * ( % ) ) = lim * * + ™" { z ) ) " **> • n«*>M')) >• 0. 
Lemma 4. Let a? € dH, let \j> he conformed at the point x. Then there are R > 0 
and a constant K such that for r € (0, /£), y € # # , * € 6rHt \y- x\ < r, |x - z\ < r, 
y ̂  z we have 




Proof . By the assumption there are positive constants L, R such that if> is a 
diffeomorphism of class Cl+a on U(8H, R), for y, z 6 «V(<9#, fl) we have ||Zty(*)|| < 
L, \\Dtf,(z) - Dil>(y)\\ < L\z- y\a; for y,z € 1>(U(dH,R)) we have IIZ^'H-OII < I , 
hr'W - *-'(*) * * . * - id -
Now let y € <9#, - € <9r#, y ̂  z, \y - x\ < r < R, \z - x\ < r. Then 
I iv-(-) - -K„)|m Ho^)!!" I l^i:ffi:rii^(x)[i'" 
Since |z - y|/|^(«) - t/»(y)| < L by the assumption and ||Zty(.5)ll ^ 1/Z- according to 
Note 1, we have 
1*-УГ 
,// * // Mm I.П//Цîim-|<^
m | ll^(a Г)l | r a-| ř ^ + ЧУ-tЂr^dtП 
\Ф(z)-ф(y)\m ||Zty(j.)|ľ" I ^ I lУo ІУ-г| I I 
= L2m \\Dф(x)\\-\£ Dф(z + t(y-z))^±dt\\x 
x £ ц. к«)iľ I /
x .^к*+f ( l , _ Ж))JĽІL ettГ-
1-' 
|ДО(z)|| - | £ Dф(z + t(y - z))^~ d ť | «$mZ. 




= mi3"*"11 f (Dxl>(*) - D*(* + *(y ~ *))) £^L d|| .$ mi3m.a 
t 
Lemma 5. tty € <9r#, « € R
ra tbea 
n*{H\rl>(v)) • D1>(y)u = («• "'MX'-^GKvn • 0^(y)nH(y)). 
Proof . See [ME1], Lemma 8. D 
Lemma 6. There exist R > 0 and a constant K such that for every y € dH, 
z e 8rH, 0 < | y - z\ < R we have 
| grad . W r f * ) ) • "*{H)M*)) - ^ ( z ) - V ( y ) | m [ ( * " y ) '"" ( 2 ) ] X 
x[n*W(^(z)) • £ty(z)n*(z)]| < /f|y - z|1 + 0 ,-m . 
Proof- By assumption there are positive constants L, R such that V is a 
diffeomorphism of class C 1 + a on U(8H, R), for y,z€ U(8H, R) we have ||Ity(z) -
DrJ>(y)\\ 4 L\z - y|a; for y, z € 4>(U(dH, R)) we have |*--(*) - *--(,y)| < L|y - z|. 
Now let y€dH,z€ 6rH, 0 < |y - z| < R. Then 
^ad * « „ ( * « ) • „ « - > ( « . » = J ^ , " ^ . ' » * " " « ' ) ) 
+ [[DiKz + t(y-z))- [>*(*))(, - ») • »•<*><*(*•)) d<} 
= J m ^ , r { " ' - »>• ""<'» • [»*
<''><*<*))' W(.).»W1 
+ / [D*(z + ( ( , - , ) ) - IH(z)](y - z) • »•<">(*(»)) dl} . 
according to Lemma 5. Therefore 
| grad h^y)(rl>(z)) • n*<">(V>(z)) - ^ ^ * ^ ( y ) | m [(, - y) • «»(,)]x 
x [n«") W z ) ) • 2^(z)n"(z)]| < ^ " ^ ^ < ^ H ' " ' I
1 * - " ' 
D 
Lemma 7. fy,(jj) = V'(tff)-
Proof . See [ME1], Lemma 14. D 
Lemma 8. If VH < oo then there is a positive constant K such that for every 
z € R m , r e ( 0 , 1 ) we have 
J |* - y|a+1"m dJPm_i(y) < tfr
a. 
»,Hnl/(-;r) 
Proof . See [K 1], Corollary 2.17, [ME1], Lemma 9. D 
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Lemma 8. Let VH < oo, let i> he conformal on OH - rH. Then for x 6 dH, 
e>Q there is R > 0 such that for each y € dH n [/(*;#), y> € tf(0/O, IMI < 1, 
r € (0, .ft) we Aave 
I / ^ o ^ ^ n ^ ' . g r a d f c ^ ) - / <pnH grad/iy| < e. 
i>(dH(\U(s;r)) dNC\U(x;r) 
Proof . First, let x € rH. According to Lemma 7 we have $(x) € *V(jy). 
Therefore there is a positive number Q such that for every y € 3i/ C\U(X\Q)^ Z G 
d^-ff)nt^(^(-c); )̂ we have v**(y) < |e , v^(fr>(z) < ±e. Since V» is a homeomorphism 
there is R € (0, %Q) such that rl>(U(x\ R)) C C/(^(x); lff). Thus for y € dHC\U(x\ R)y 
r € (0, it), <p € * W ) , IMI ^ 1 ̂  have 
/ vo^""1?!^^ • grad fev,(y) - / <pn
H • grad &y | 
^(d.ffnl/(*;r)) dHf\V(x;r) 
of )Wy)) + <f«(y)<« 
according to [K1J, Lemma 2.15 and Lemma 2.8. 
Now let x€dH-TH.We may suppose that e < (V
H + l)/(||DV'(x)|tm-1 +1). By 
assumption there are constants r0 € (0,1), L > 1 such that V" is a diffeomorphism on 
C!(0tf; r0), for u, t> € U(6H; r0) we have \\Dij>(u)\\ <_ L, ||£>V(«)-DV'(w)|| < L|u-t>|°, 
for u,« 6 1>(U(dH;r0)) we have \\DiP~
l(u)\\ ̂  L, \1>~l(u) - 1>~l(v)\ < L|u - e|. By 
Lemma 6 and Lemma 4 there are positive constants K, ri such that ri € (0, r0) and 
for y € dH, z € drH, \x - y| < R, [x - z\ < R, R € (0,^) we have 
|gradA^(y)(0(z)) • «*•>(**)) - p ^ _ gradAy(z) • n
H(z)x 
x [n*(*>(^(z)) • Dij,(z)nH(z)]\ 
< K\y - z l 1 + - m + A ^ g r a d Ay(z) • n
H(z)\ • ||.D*(*)|| 
< KL(\y - z\l+a-m + R*\grad Ay(z) • n
w(z)|). 
Thus 
|gradA^(y)(^(z)) •.-*<-"(*(.-)) - HoVWlP^grad Ay(z) n
H(z)\ 
< KL(|y - z | 1 + a - m + R"\ grad Ay(z) • n"(z)|) 
+ | |D^ .t) | | 1-m |gradA y(z)n




m n - li-^(«)ir~lg {) 2(V* + l) ' 
» ' - --(•».[ni-^---r.{l2?-1n-(>--)-tnr. 
By Lemma 3 there is r2 € (0, C) such that for R 6 (0, r̂ ) we have 
|grad^(y)(V.(z)) • n*
HXrl>(z)) - ||oV-WI|1-mgradny(-) • n
H(z)\ 
^ KL [\y - .|'+--» + | if + 4Lm{v
e
H + l)R 11 grad fc,(-) • »*(,)|] 
^ tfL[|j,- . r « - m + 8Lm(yH + l)K\gradnv(-) • "'WD-
If y? G ^(d#) , Hvll < 1, r 6 (0, iJ) then the Lipschitz condition for if>~1 yields 
I <p0il>-
1 nW> • grad /.̂ (yj - /,\pnH • grad ny I 
nj/(~;r)) «riVnl/(-;r) 
< | j v?oV'-
1||o^)||1-mgradny(r1W) • n%r1(*))d.#m_1(-) 
-lU(-;r)) 
fymH grad/iy d.*m_i 
\V(x;r) 
+ KL J \y-4>-1(z)\1+a-mdJ(m-l(z) 
<l>(dTHe\V(x;r)) 
+ 8L™-*(V» + 1) ' / l«rad/,»^_1W) • nH(V»-1W)|d^m-,W 
(̂9rHntr(-;r)) 
< | ' | ^o^1||^(r)||1-mgradAy(r1W)n^-1(-))dJrm.i(-) 
W(-;r) ) 
J<pnH • gradfcy dJTm_i| + KL







+ |piT--f / i S ^ M * ) • n~(-)|dJ£._i(jr) 
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^ I J f*iT Ml̂ MII1""1 gradfty(r *(*)) * ^
H(rX(z))Ajem^(z) 
V(0rHnl/(ar;r)) 
- I<pnH • grad fty dJt?m- x I 
OrHnt/(ar;r) 
+ KLm J\y - z\"-°~m djem^(z) + |e. 
drHnU(x,r) 
By Lemma 8 there is ra € (0, r2) such that for R € (0, r3), r G (0, R) we have 
(3) | / tp^-1**™ • gradft^) - L n H • gradfty| 
1>(drHr\V(x;r)) 3r i /nl/(*;r) 
V(dr/fnl/(x;r)) 
t f f . gradfty dJ^-i | + | . 
drHC\U{x\r) 
We know that for ti, v € t/(x; r) 
|^(ti) - V>(v)l = |DV>(ti + 0(v - ti))(ti - v)\ 
= |DV>(x)(ti - v) + [D^(ti + 0(v - ti)) - DV>(s)](ti - v)\ 
holds, where 0 € (0,1). Since V> is conformal at the point x, we have 
|L>V(x)(«-t,)| = | |i?^(x)|| |«-V | . 
By the assumption 
|[DV>(ti + 9(v - u)) - D^(x)](u -v)\ t$ Lra|ti - v|. 
Hence 
(||L>V(-0|| - Lr°)|« - V| < |V(u) - V(f)| ^ (||Zty(x)|| + Lr»)|« - v\. 
Thus for every Borel nonnegative function / we have 
l /OlD^xMI-LrT-U J f°+-X 
1>(drHnU(s;r)) 
t$ (||.D*(*)|| + Lr")m-1 Jf. 
drHC\U(x;r) ^(dr t/(*;r)) 
d r#ní/(*;r) 
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Jf\\rhi>(*)\r'ldjein.i - j forldjem.:\ < 
l(9 rffnl/(i;r)) 
* 2(v* + i) y m -
dr/fnl/(*;r) ^(dr/ n£/(ar;r)) 
| | m - l 
drHC\U(x\r) 
We get this relation for every integrable function / by decomposing it into the positive 
and negative parts. Thus we get from (3) 
i <po xl)'ln^H) • grádh^y ) - [<pn
H • grád hy\ 
if>(drHnU(xtr)) drHC\U(xtr) 
l)M*_)lim^f / I P ^ - g ^ M d J ř ^ + £ 




g v" z 
* 2(Vff + 1 ) | |DV(*)| |m-1 2 
D 
Lemma 10. Let VH < co, let V> be conforma/ on dH — TH- Then for every e > 0, 
*o 6 ## tAere is í > 0 such that for each x,y € d # , |y - aio| < ^» |* — *o| < í, 
y> € V(dH), \\<p\\ < 1 we háve 
\( í <po1,-ln*W-e»dhn*)dJGn-i- [ ^ " g r a d M ^ m - i ) 
1 v Ja^H) JaH ' 
-( f (po^-tntW-gtsAh^dJíSn-i- I ^ n w g r a d h y d J ^ n _ l ) | < c . KJa^,(H) JaH 'i 
P r o o f. By Lemma 9 there is r > 0 such that for y € dH, \y - z<j| < r we háve 
| / '^o^- 1 n*< J ř ) -grad^ ( f )dJR l _i 




If 2, y € OH, \x - 20I < ?r> \y ~ *o| < £r then 
\( f <P<> xl>'ln^H) • gr»d A (̂4r) d J ^ i - / <pn
H 'grad A* dJ^ . , , ) 
>v </**(*) • / « y 
- ( / ^ ° fT1 **(J5f) • grad A-̂ y) dJW .̂,1 - / ^n" • grad Ay dJiTmA I < 
j^(ff) J^ff . ' • 
< | + / Igrad^W-gradA^^ldJ^ .-! 
^(^rff-rl(*o,r)) 
+ /igradA* -gradAyldJ^-i. 
0rff-Cl(jro,r) 
Since gradAu(t;), gradAt^u)^**)) are finite continuous functions on the compact 
{(«, v).e dU(x0; \r) x (drH - U(x0;r))} and Jtrm^(drH) < oo, Jem^(dr^(H)) < 
oo according to [Kl], Corollary 2.17 and Lemma 2, there is £ 6 (0, \r) such that for 
x,y€ dH} \x - 20 | < 6, lv ~
 xo\ < 6, z G (# r# - U(x0; r)) we have 
|gradMz)-gradA,(z)| < 4 ( ^ m - l ( U ) - r 1)' 
|grad V , ) ( ^ ) ) -grad V ( v ) Wz)) | < 4(je>m_i(d^m + ,y 
Therefore 
If / (potp-inOW .gradA^jdJ^. i - / ^n" .gradA^dJ^-i) 
*\Jd1>(H) JdH ' 
- / <po$-xn^H) -gradA^jdJ^..! - / ^n" gradAy dJ^-iJ < e. 
JWff) J0ff ' 
N o t a t i o n . Let 2 € Rm, let B be a Borel set. Then we denote by 
r - 0 + J ^ ( £ / ( 2 ; r ) ) 
the m-dimensional density of the set B at the point 2, if this density exists. 
N o t a t i o n . For B C Rm we call the set of y € Rm for which 
jem(U(y;r)nB)>0 and jem(U(y;r) - B) > 0 
for each r > 0 the essential boundary of B and denote it by deB. 
.04 
Lemma 11. Let VH < oo, let if> be confotmal on BH - r#. Then d^H)(i>(^)) = 
dj{(x) for each x € dH. 
Proof . First, let x G #«//. Put <p = 1. According to Lemma 1 and [Kl], Theo-
rem 2.19 and Theorem 2.15 we have WH<p € V(dH), W^H\<po^x) € »(*(*#))• 
By [Kl], Lemma 2.15 and Lemma 2.8 we have for y € dH 
WH<p(y) = dH(y) + / pn* - grad fcy dJ-Vi, 
^ ' ( ^ o f 1 ) ^ ) ) = dWi0(tf(y))+ / yo^n+W -grad/ i^d^m-! . 
Choose £ > 0. The continuity of WH<p and W (̂"> and W^Wfa oil>~1) yields that 
there is r > 0 such that for y € dH, \y - x| < r we have 
I^Vy)-^V*)l<^ 
|W*W(p o ̂ ( f l y ) ) - Ŵ <H>(v> o rl)(*(x))\ < t. 
Hence 
\dH(x) - d^{H)(ip(x))\ 
^ \dH(y) - d^H)(*(v))\ 
+ \w*v*X<p o -r»)(-%)) - TV** >(po -r MGK*))! 
+ |wHv(y) - wH<p(x)\ 
+ I ( / y> o ^ - - n * W • grad/.„(-) d . r m _ i - / <pn
H • grad A- d J f m - i ) 
I v jdV-(ff) J»H ' 
- ( / po-fr-1-***) grad^(y)d_rm_i - / ^n" •gradftt(dJ^._i)| 
KJoi>(H) J»H n 
<\dH(y)-d^H0(y))\ + 2e 
+ I ( / ^ o - T l n * ( " > • grad h^a) dJTm_, - / c/m" • grad h- dJT m _ , ) 
- ( / V o V -1n^< f f> • g r a d ^ ( v ) dJf m _i - / <pn
u • gradn„ d J f m - i ) I . 
KJo*{H) J OH '• 
By Lemma 10 there is ri € (0, r) such that for y € dH, \y — x\ < rt we have 
\dH(x) - _-K_0 W*)| < Mft-(y) - <AK*)M»)I + 3c 
_V/f is dense in deH by the Isoperimetric Lemma (see [Kl], p . 50) . Thus we can 
choose y€drH such that \y - x\ < ri. Since il>(y) € 0r^>(H) by Lemma 2 we have 
\dH(x) - d^H)(^>(x))\ < 3c. 
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Thus rf^(H)(^(*)) = dif(x) because e was arbitrary. 
Now let x $ dtH. By the assumption there are positive constants J?, L such that 
for y%z € C/(x;iJ) we have Wy)-—V>C0I ^ - |̂y —̂ 1
 a nd f°r y, * € ^(^OOj-R) w e l*ave 
|^~\(y) - •^"1 W | ^ i | y ~ *\. K there is r 6 (0, R) such that J ^ ( / f O U(x\ r)) = 0 
then jfm(il>(H) n t/(V>(*); r/L)) <£ jem(^(H n t />; r))) ^ L
mJtrm(H n J7(«; r)) =. 0 
and thus 
<*V,(tf) W*)) = **(*) = o. 
Similarly, if there is r G (0, i?) such that jem(U(x\ r) - H) = 0 then 
D 
d^(H)(^)) = <*#(*) = 1. 
Lemma 12. Let VH < oo, let i/> be conformal on dH — TH. Then 
V:<p>-+ [W*{H)(<p o tp-1)] o V - W*V 
is a compact mapping on ^(dH). 
P r o o f . By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem it suffices to prove that {V<p\ <p G 
V(dH)y \\<p\\ ^ 1} is a set of uniformly continuous and uniformly bounded functions. 
If ||p|| e$ 1 then by [Kl], Theorem 2.5 we have 
\\V<p\\ ^ V* ( H ) + VH + 2 < oo. 
Thus it remains to prove that {V<p\ <p € V(d^(H))y \\<p\\ ^ 1} is a set of uniformly 
continuous functions. Let € > 0. By Lemma 10 there is a positive number 6(x) for 
each x € dH such that for every y, z € dH, \y - x\ < 6(x)y \z - x\ < 6(x) < <p 6 
V(8H), |MI ^ 1 we have 
(4) I( / <po ф-ln*W • gгadЛ.,(y)dJfm-i - / 4>n
н • gradЛy dJЄm-i) ІXJд4>(H) Jдн ' 
A I <poil>-ln*W - g r a d ^ ^ d J ^ . . ! - / yw" • grad/i, dJf?„-i)| < c. 
yJdi,(H) JdH '» 
Since 0/J is a compact set there exist x1,..., xn € dH such that \J{U(x*; « (x0 / 2 ) 5 
t . s - l , . . . , n ) D . d # . 
If we put 
í = min — — , 
•=i,...|Л 2 
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(4) holds for each y,z £ 0 # , \y-z\ <6,<p€ V{dH)} ||y?|| ^ 1- By (4) Lemma 11 and 
[Kl], Lemma 2.15 and Lemma 2.8 we have for y,z G OH, \y - z\ < 6, <p € ?(dH), 
\\(p\\ ^ 1 the estimate 
\V<p(y) - V<p{z)\ = I \<p(y)d^H){^{y)) + f <po j>-
ln*{H) • grád h^y) dJPm. 
1L Jdt>(H) 
- <p(y)dH(y) - / pn11 • grád hy dJťm-i 
JdH j 
- \(p(z)d%f,fH)(^(z)) + i <po xl)~
lriKH) • grád /ty(*) dJÍ^ 1 Jav(iy) 
- (p{z)dn(z) - I (pnH • grad/i, dJřm-il 
JdH >дH 
< e. 
Lemma 13. Let B C Rm, V> • B—> Rm be an infective mapping which is conformal 
at a point z € B. Then \l>~1 is conformal at the point ^(i*)-
Proof . See [ME1], Lemma 16. D 
Theorem. Let VH < oo, let tp be conformal on dH - TH> If | | is a norm on 
V{dH) equivalent to the maximum norm we define on ̂ {d^{H)) the norm |<plv = 
|v?oV>|. TAen 
"(/?/ + W*; | |) = «(/?/ + W^H>, | k ) 
for each reai number /?. (Here I is the identical operator.) 
Proof . Since VH < oo, we have V^W < oo by Lemma 1. By Lemma 7 and 
Lemma 13 it suffices to prove 
«0?/ + w^*Ml*X«0?/+wMi). 
Let e > 0. Then there exists a compact linear operator K on V(dH) such that 
1)8/ + WH - tf| < u>(/?7 + Wa, | | ) + e. 
Since the mapping Ki on V(di/>(H)) defined by 
Ki<p = [K(<poi/>)]oil>-1 
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is compact because it maps a system of uniformly bounded continuous functions to a 
set of uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous functions, we have by Lemma 12 
«(jM + W**\ | U) = »W + » f - *i. I U) 
*W + W*-KxU 
= IP1 + WH -Kl<u>(pl + WH%ll) + e, 
where Wf*:<p~ [WH(<po^of1. D 
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